How to Measure and Order Pullouts and Options
Easy Pullout Shelf Specifications

1. Measure CLEAR Depth
Measure Depth from back to front of cabinet

Slide
Depths:
21 3/4"
17 3/4"
14 3/4"

Box sides
are 3"h.
[ RO needs
4"h

If there is an obstruction
at back of cabinet,
Measure Depth
from the Obstruction
(Pipe) to front

Available Clear Cabinet Range
Width: 5" to 36"... Depth: 14 3/4" to 24"
Mfg. Deduction: -1 1/4" off W and -1/4" off D

Depth

Note: We will use the smallest width for all ROs in same

2. Measure CLEAR Width
If ordering [2] Pullouts on the same shelf without a stile,
Measure "Clear" Width from left to right of opening

Door
Hinges

Width

Measure Width with one door closed, then the other side.
( Do not measure from cabinet edge to edge and divide by 2 )

Cabinet
Door
If door hinge is within 4" h from bottom
Measure Width from Hinge.

Width

4"h

3. Fill in the Order Sheet...Start with the Pullouts [PO]:
a. Label the location of the cabinet opening [ie. L-Snk-M : left of sink, middle shelf]. This will shorten your installation time.
b. Enter the CLEAR cabinet W and D for the opening....Check for depth obstructions at the back of cabinet with flashlight.
c. Enter any Additional Products and Services:
1. PO to go onto an Adjustable Shelf?....Will need to secure the adj. shelf so it does not tip up....note this/order Adj. Shelf Kit.
2. Need a New Shelf [NS]?.Measure INSIDE of the Cabinet: W [side wall to side wall] x D [front edge to back wall]...Order NS.
3. Is there a "Lip"?...If less than 1/2"h, the PO will pass over. If it is higher, note to be prepared to add shims at installation.
4. 6" Mini Shelf [6MS]?...Note which location and order PO w 6MS option ....we will make the 6MS to fit inside that PO.

